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類冠醚的設計及合成 (第一及第二年) 。 2. 螢光的分析及研究 (第














The design and synthesis of a fluorescent chemosensor is an area of 
intense research activity and tremendous potential significance to the 
field of analytical chemistry, because fluorometric analysis is a simple 
and useful method for prompt detection of chemical species in solution. 
Sugar-aza-crowns with appropriate appended chromophores would be 
good candidates for cation probes because of their aza-crown structures 
which can be used as a cation recognition unit. For the design of sensitive 
chemosensors having fluorescence responses, pyrene and anthracene 
subunits are particularly useful as signaling handles. In the part of this 
project, we intend to introduce cyclic azasugrs as novel cyclodextrin-like 
artifical receptor. This idea is based upon the assumption that a cyclic 
array of carbohydrate moieties, nitrogen atom and amino acid functional 
groups may lead to exquisite specificity of recognition and catalysis. 
Therefore, we intend to synthesize a series of sugar-aza-crown ethers and 
introduce two pyrenylacetamide groups or anthracene groups into the two 
nearby placed nitrogen atoms of SACs as a sensitive probe. Moreover, in 
order to comparison with the behavior of sensitive, the rim of SACs will 
be functionalized by attaching allyl group and crown ethers to substituted 
hydroxyl group as multi channel chemosensors. In this proposal, several 
works related to fluorescent chemosensors will be carried out as follows: 
1. Design and synthesize sugar-aza-crown ethers with appropriate 
chromophores (first year and second year). 2. Fluorescence analysis and 
study (second year) 3. Synthesis of a fluorescent chemosensor containing 
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